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for Air Rifle
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The competition that has you competing one to one with an opponent in a
shot for shot event with a point being allocated to the winner after each shot.
Handicaps are allocated to each shot for the lower graded shooters.
The competition is shot in rounds.

RULES
Ten minutes will be allowed for sighting shots before the competition begins.

Rounds 1-4

Randomly squadded pairs shoot 5 shots against each other one shot at a time
under finals time calls. At the end of each 5 shot round, shooters will move as directed. Two
minutes sighting time will be allowed, after which shooters will shoot a further 5 shots
against another randomly squadded shooter. This is repeated for 4 rounds of 5 shots.
Shots are scored (in decimals), handicaps are added, and points are awarded immediately
to the highest score + handicap.

Round 5 -

For this round, only the 8 shooters with the highest points score take their place
on the range. The shooters are randomly paired and 2 minutes are allowed for sighters.
The match progresses as for round 1, (5 shots).

Round 6

The 4 winning shooters from Round 5 progress to this round and shoot against each
other as for round 5 (pairs to be randomly selected; 5 shots with points allocated to the
highest score + handicap.

Round 7

The final round – the 2 winning shooters in round 6 shoot against each other as
before except this time 10 shots will be fired with points allocated to the highest score +
handicap after each shot. The winner is declared after this final round.
Shooters who have been knocked out are expected to cheer loudly.

This event is open to ALL our air rifle shooters – entry is welcomed from those who
shoot air supported (as some of our juniors do),and disabled and able-bodied standing.
Small prizes will be given to the first 4 places.

